30°C RIGHT 12.5 a/SEC LEFT BEATING 30°CLEFT 21.5 a/SEC RIGHT BEATING 44°C RIGHT 13.0 a/SEC RIGHT BEATING 44°C LEFT 25.0 a/SEC LEFT BEATING SIMULTANEOUS 30°C 7.0 a/SEC RIGHT BEATING 44°C 18.0 a/SEC LEFT BEATING JONGKEES' FORMULA RVR 30% RIGHT DP 6% LEFT SIMULTANEOUS BINAURAL BITHERMAL-TYPE 2 RVR RIGHT Each of the individual caloric responses is within the normal range of 5 to 25°/sec . At 30 %, the reduced ves tibul ar response (RVR) of the alternate binaural bithermal to the right is significant. The simultaneous binaural bithermal agrees with the alternate binaur al bitherm al, indica ting an RVR to the right.

